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Announcement 

Right off the bat we might want to stretch out our warm appreciation to the Editors of this Open Access Journal. Physical 

Chemistry: An Indian Journal has coordinated effort with in excess of 50 famous Editors and is effectively distributing 

quality articles in the field of compound science. We are utilizing an Editorial Tracking System for quality in peer-review 

measure which is an online composition accommodation, survey and global positioning frameworks. Survey preparing is 

performed by the article board individuals from the Journal or outside specialists; in any event two autonomous 

commentators endorsement followed by proofreader endorsement is needed for acknowledgment of any citable 

composition. Creators may submit compositions and keep tabs on their development through the framework, ideally to 

distribution. As everybody of you would know about the way that Editorial Board Members are critical in urging the 

Editors' hankering to keep up selective assumptions for adroit significance in the work we disseminate, we are incredibly 

thankful for the invaluable work of our board people in contributing both to our exhaustive friend review system and to 

the fundamental headway of the Journal. 

The Journal bunch joins worldwide experts of related intelligent dispersions. Every one of the submitted papers go 

through various stages to ensure appropriation quality. The articles go through the standard peer-review measure. There is 

starting screening by the unending stock of paper. Fitting papers are then dispatched off in any occasion two free refs. The 

comments from the authorities are considered by the Editor-in-Chief, the key individual choosing an extreme end. Giving 

fast and quality analysis to our regarded makers remains our need concern so their work can be made open to overall 

society on time. COVID‐19 flare-up has caused monstrous aggravations internationally prompting difficulties for 

everybody. A few quantities of specialists/professionals are as yet confronting difficulties like lab terminations and course 

of action of internet instructing and furthermore all the while managing the impacts of this pandemic circumstance on 
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their everyday lives. A portion of the editors, commentators, and creators of different various diaries are additionally 

doctors who are engaging the pandemic. Hence, delays during this pandemic period are unavoidable, and subsequently we 

might want to pass on our much obliged. It is huge that our Editors and Editorial Advisory Board should address the 

subjects we disperse just as reflect countries from where our entrances come. Additionally, Physical Chemistry: An Indian 

Journal has upheld scientists in their initial profession. Specialists/Scientist/Authors are welcome to share their CV and 

exploration interest with us and become a piece of the Editorial Board Member, where they can work intently alongside 

the Editors and Reviewers to give a similar top caliber and speedy survey measure. If you are interested in joining our 

Editorial Board, Please send us your updated C.V., Research Interest, Biography, Recent Photograph (JPG) to mail id: 

physicalchem@tradescience.org. The editors expect working with our as of late added people all through the following 

not many years. I welcome all our board people and extend a warm hello in reality to the people who have decided to join 

our perceived overview of analysts. 
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